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The theory or dIelectric relaxatior in a planar ensemble or
polar molecules Is presented. ror a mod.el where dipoles rotate In an
Inteiolecular conservative double well potential, havir a profile
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demonstrated when the potentIal depth U is varied; an Isotropic
and. anlsotropic medium being taken as exarntilea. The spectra
comprise the Debye relaxatIon and. the quasI —resonant Foley
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simplIfied. one whlch was called the hybrid quasi—elastIc bond. /
extended. dlrruslon model ThIs approxiat ion Is ;alI.i ror a
cualitatIve descrIption and. also ftr the aatItatIve one at the
-1/2
large field. parsmeter p lU_I (T)j
For pi the spectrum comprises one narrow absorption band and on Debye
that
relaxation region considerably shifted to low frequencies. It is shown4in the
long lifetime limit there exists a minimum absorption band (p). The
quantity zX ‘becomes small if the parameter p >> t. The dielectric relaxation in
ice ‘t is discussed with regards to this phenomenon.
1.The Problem 0! Narrow Lines in a Classic isemble or Polar
Molecules
During the last few years considerable attention has been paid to
elaboration of molecular models of dielectric relaxation in strong
absorbing polar liquids. A possibility was d.emonstrate&6 I
f—to describe using such models the evolution of the
spectrum of the orie.ntational relaxation due to temperature change..
A low frequency i wing of this spectrum falls usually into the
microwave region while
(uasi—resonance Poley absorption falls int& FIR spectral region.
Let us list the typical dielectrlc propertis of polar 11quid.:
a) a consIderable ( several times or inYörd.er of maiitude)
rise of the frequency WT of a maximum absorptIon comparing
frequency w,, - The latter refers to the maximum rotationala.
spectrum absorption due to the same (as in1jiquid ) polar
molecules;
b) The frequency w of maximum dielectric loss, a.” =D 2)
maxCa” (w)], is onvwo orders of rnaiitud.e less than the frequency
the Debye relaxatlon time = being
parameter of a liquid;
c) the wide band. Aca1. of the absorption spectrum is
commensurable with the frequency w.1. of the absorption peak. Thus,
in “simple” polar lIquids
(I..
The analytic theory
,( > ignores auantum effects and so it is
based on classical descriptions. This assution is also made in our calculations
These are valid not2
(because of limitations imposed. on a maximum radiation frequency w
(as one sometimes considers) but because the time T, during which
the local llquld structure exIsts, ls small: r 15 usually not
less than WT ,the frequency of maximum absorptIon:
<rc,ru,w;l,
Simplifying the situation, one may “justify” the applicability
of classlc description by the following argument. Because of
frequent collisIon in liquids the superposition of individual
—3—
rotational lines CCCU1’ and- consequently the .Iscrete rotational
spectrum does not appear as a ruleS In. strong)absorblng lIquids,
unlike polar gas, the time T between lIsIcris is less’than the
collIsion time T,
Cllquld.}: gas): ru (L3)
It Is because of thls reason, the term “colllslon time”, having a
definite meaning in case of a gas, becomes vague In case of a
iIqu14paJ’troI this, quantum rotational lines characterizing a
gas of weak interacting polar molecules shlft considerably due toü,e
strong iitermoleC1J-lar fIeld
Ue shall prove in the present investigation that in classical theory
a new property of narrow absorption band is attributed to the effect of a strong
corserVatiVe field on librating dipoles.
dipoie Is a classImtor (for sim Icity we assume that it
has a form of a linear molecule) whIch IS aaracterlzed- by a moment
of Inertia I and. by a dipole moment . Note that 7j7, a strong
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Ce Debye relaxation time increases substantially in this case S
compared with a typIcal llquId-:
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narrow absorptIon line ) ‘ / ‘
The following question arises. Does there exist a molecular system in which a
considerable narrowing of an absorptIon and may be
interpreted as an Influence on a classloi’ diOl9 of an effectIve
intermolecular field? One example IS more or less evident. it is
Ice I where the resonant absorttIon bands are several times
narrower than in water, whIle the shift of the oentres o absorotlon7fb
eaka to higher frequencIes Is about ten per oent On the
other hand, in the case f ice the relaxation tIme Is mans orders of
than in water
-/_—
should be noted away that both in 1ct. arI in 1i9Lud
water two aaasl-resonant absorptiornd. are characterlstic. This
situation is more IntrIcate tInP!n simple liquids. This fact
_. complicates the interpretation but has no great significance since when water
freezes both the absorption bands in the spectrum of of orientatjonal relaxation
becomes narrower and both shift.
For the study of the dielectric relaxation characterized, by
the JropertIes (1.4), we use an approximatlon of plane trajectorIes
(a planar ensemble). We choe the r— —potential profile
U() =
— cos2), (1.5)
where Is an angalar shift of a dipole relative to the symmetry
ails of a potentIal U ThIs proflie is called. the double well
potentlal (DWP).
In an introductory section 2 the basic relations needed for further consideration
are presented. In Sec. 3 takin
-
-
xampie of an Isotropic polar medIum we shall dIscuss the results
of rigorous calculations for the DWP mode]. with the profile (1 .5).
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bond / exten.ed. diffusion (Q/) model Is also applicable and that
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strict DWP model. In Sec.5 on an example of an anlso’tropic medium
we shall turn to the main effect of thls work
— to the narrowing of
absorption lines due to action of a strong potentIal (1.5). in the
final section 6 the relation of the field models of molecular rotation / dielectric
relaxation to ice is investigated.
2 • The Approximation or Instantaneous Coil isIon: General ExpresBiona
The dielectrIc response of an f3oDropc medium to
reorlentatlons of dIpoles Is characterIzed by the complex
susceptlblllty x(w) = - t
“
.The complex propagation constant
b
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electromaetic wave are related. one to another by the equatIon
W ““‘I E = (n + 1aj. (2.1)
wherJ.,star denotes complex conjugatlon. Let ra, be an
he
—
—
optlcal refractive irid.ex. II one Iiores the diirerence between an
internal and. macroscoIc e1ectronialetic field, in a medium, then
is related to X by
+ 4t%(W). (2.2)
Thus the constant Is related. to the complex susceptib1lity by
thc £1lThfl
L4’Jii.
4 [4.it- n21, (2.3)
Equation (2.2) may be replaced by
—
+
___
___
___
__
= x(v) (2.4)
when the diirerence between internal and. macroscopic rield.s is
approximately taken into consideration 2 eq. (2.3) being retained..
In an aotroptc poZar rnedtum the d.ielectric susceptibility
Is a tensor. In tiLt3 worw 37”LaU cactaaDe rt&t LU t’Le
scaiar quanDt’ , the real partor which determines the phase
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£VISOTROPIQ MEDIUM - We Introduce en ed7ect ye compL ex
2u3ceptib1..Uty x of an anlsotroplc medlum , which Is related. to
the propagatIon constant (2.3)
the relation to x again rtaken in the foin (2.2,) or (2.4). The
cause of an anisotropy IS an exIstence of an unlailal
intermolecular potential UQ), being the angle between the the
3yrnrnetry ails Z of the potential U and. t1.e di ole moment vector
t(t) of a reorientating linear molecule. Tote that lf the
directions of the local symmetry axes are random then in various points
of the
a dielectric sample the medium becomes isotropic.
W 11!pt ‘H-o1- +hc 1r’1r 1’-r.ie f]r (*
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varIes harmonically in an point of a rr1ecUuin:
E(t) = E sin (wt ± r), (2.6)m
We denote parallel and. orthogonal directions of tIle amplItude
vector to the symmetry ails, by symbols and. The problem Is
—6--
solved. ,if the frequency d.epenclenc’es X11 (w) and. x(w) are found. for
two crossed. orientations since for an arbitrary angle between Z
and. Em the susceptiblilty X ls a 1iown rational function of x11(w)
anciX (w).
When investigating the dependence of 1. on LA.) we distinguish two
mechanisms of the wave - medium interaction i— for molecular
rotation at equilibrium clue to: a) the pertodtc rotation of a
dipole in a potentlal well of a prescribed. profile; and. b) the
stochastic [grownian) reorientation of molecules. With regard to a) we calculate
the spectral function (SF) and denote it KCz) . It should be noted that KLz) differs
from the SF L(z) introduced in ,orKl1 by te multiplier 3 <q2, which is not iapendsn
on the radiation frequency
.) and hich will be difined later. The frequency
dependence of K(z) describes the dielectric response in the FIR spectral range. Hera
z defined by z = x + i y is the normalized complex frequency, x = and y
being respectively the normalized radiation frequecy and the frequency of “strong”
collisions, = [I / [2k0T] 1/2 is a normalizing parameter, K is a Boltzmann
constant, T is absolute temperature and I is the moment of inertia. The KCz)
function is proportional to the spectrum of the autocorrelation function of the
electric moment vector which is performing undamped (periodic) rotation in a
potential
K(z) = 3 (qJ(q_q0)ed(P. (2.7)
0
Here the following dimensionless variables are used.: the time
= t / i, q = qccp) = / , where is the pro3ectiofl of the
electrlc mow7t
1r’i ti rn 1hc 1 o1l1 rf 1h nr1ltflhi f11r
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vector E , = f, q ls the value of q(cp) at the moment cp = C of
a strong collision” - The q coordinate is regarded. as a point in a
-c
phase space r, Ctr’ averaging over r is d.enoted. by brackets ‘‘‘>.
The second. factor b) Is d.eteinifled. by a collIsion mod.el and.
plays an important role only In the low-frequency (Debye) spectral1.11
region. For definiteness we take the
modified Gross collision modal
in which is related to K by the equation
—7--
* r
x = g G z K(z) gr + —K(z) j , (2.8)
where G = 2N / (3 T), is a concentratIon or polar molecules,g is a Klrlcwood. correlation ractor and.
a 3 1 <q2> — q>2 1 (2.9)
where (i/3) is a dispersion of a q . In all equations below except Sec.6 WEtake g = I , while in Sec.6 a more realistic version of the Gross collision model
in which g differs from I will be introduced.
For two cross orientations we wrIte x.. <a >, K or XIIK,. while at the “inclined.” propagation of a wave
K(z) = K(z) cos2 ÷ K(z) sin2W. (210)
We repeat t1t Is the gle between and. Z.
ISOTROPIC YEDIUY. Now we d.weli upon an important case of a
macroscopic IsotropIc oolar med.lum. We suppose that only a local
anisotropt exists and that in a macroscopic voume of a dielectric samnlB the
complex susceptibility is found by averaging eC2.12) over all angles
shall consider 4 cases:
a) pia7Lar enem?
fl 7f7s2\
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b) quaai-space enaemble. In ord.er to draw nearal situatIonwithout substantial mathematical complicat Ior due tovcalculat ion oftraJectorIes In space we may obtain K(z) and. Kz) runetlons forplanar trajectorles while all averages are found. for the “space”
t°t ts
q>
= L’3, a = I, K(z) (1/3)(K K ). (2.12)NotwIthstand.i these “trIcks”, the Inteatabsorptior± Is onlythe half of a strict value because the number of d.eees of freedoaTc 11olT r.ciiircri ihv.- _J
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thec) For better aeement wIth experiment In(IR spectra! region
we my eliminate the last drawback, d.oubllng the value K(z. found.
above frr a quas 1—space ensemble
-8--
I corrected. -,
a = 1; K(z) (2/3)(K11 + K ); j qu.asi-sace , (2.14)
- ensemle
d) space ensemble whIch the following relatIons hold.
— 11 /r!2\ ‘1 — ‘1 = (4 -L. 9V ‘. (9
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and. the true Integrated absorptlon corresponds. L and. K must
be found by studying rotations in space.
In the three last cases b, c, d. eq.(2.8) reduces to the
following formula
= g G z L(z) + y L(z)
]
, (2.iSa)
whIch was widely uses 6) t I Here the spectral function
I “ ‘1 (2.16b)I I IL(z)
=
j 2 L . for quasi-Epaoe with dou.b— - ensemble, (2.16c)
L 2 16d)I I
= (i/3)( K + K ); L = (I/3)( K + ) (2. 6e)
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DEBYE RELAXATION. “Static” (at x = C) value of K K = K ( y)
determines the parameters of the Debye relaxatIon, i.e. the statIc
susceptibilIty ; the relaxation time and susceptibility a± the
end of the Debye relaxation region (L, is real). The Debye
frequency dependence Iias the form
rv Hi — 1-rr / (9
k — 1ft / jJ
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For the Gross collIsion model, generalized. to the case when g 1,
the above mentioned parameters are related, to the spectral functIon
K0 as follows
= gaG; x = GK ; = G [—K?.]; = ga / &.(2.’iS)
Thus the Debye relaxation time is proportional to a and. . In
our impact theory approximatIon the lIfetime t is a free model
—0
-I
parameter. ‘Lerimentally deternined relaxation time T0 strongly
depend.s on temperature and. stlll more strongly on a phas state of a
dielectric sample. The value of t may be foundtaking the
prescribed. value of if one rincks the solution (reiative9t) of
the equatIon
( anisotropic
a T 7 X(L7/T) = T / g medium (2.20)
or
isotropic
[<qt-> — / L(T7/TD) T2 ,‘ g f medium } , (2.21)
Here the r.h.s. is given the experimental data. To the prescribed change of
may correspond. some eflarige of the potential well depth U0
accompanIed. by the change of the potential profile U() and. the
lIfe time T,
The increase of the well depth U, ‘eatly influences the
“statIc” response K1.., and. the dispersion a, these values being
different for the parallel and. orthogonal susceptibilities.
Examples 0! 9 dependence on U0 and. T are given in Sec .4.
in order to interpret experimental dIelectrIc spectra one must
descrIbe the frequency dependence (w) o the complex dielectric
permittivity. We employ eq. (2.8) with g given by
V
—
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g = -——---- .‘ lGaI . (2.22)
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For g so defined. eq.(2.d) ar (28) gIve Jr w = 0 the
pein1tivIty E() which is equal to4exper1mental value
3. The RigorouB Theory of Orientational Relaxation
for the Diuble Well Potential
—In —
‘-p
THE STEADY STATE PARAYETERS.
For simplicity we consIder rotational motlon in a plane, talc
ing
the dependence of the static field E,() on the angular shirt e as
co2L Then we come to the double well potential (DWP)in the form
U() = con3t()
Double well
ptlal } U() = U0(1 - cos2), E0() (U0/) cost. (3.ia)
In this forTnila we chose the arbitrary constant)
so t1it at the bottom of the well U = 0. Thus U, is the wellU
depth. The U(i) function has two minima, the dipoles in neighb9’ing
wells have opposite orientations nd so the average dipole mo
ment
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We Introduce the statIc field. parameter
I U/(T) (3Ac)
and the normalized Hamiitonan of a dipole ? = (the total enerr of
a dipole) / (NT). Denoting by a dot the differentIating over of
the time = t/’ we ve
—
p .. — U?
. è.., 3
The Integral
P./
I
, I /ri2 —
p Uf ./ Ui ...J.3. ‘.1
Is obtained. for the law of motIon from ç3.2). P1ttLg In (2,2) “ =
0, we may relate the maximum angular shfrt wIt
h the
anery of a dipole and. the static field. parameter p:
arcsinp2 ? / p2
6f for fft/2 i (3.4)
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the value ii = p2 beii the threshold. energy We 1ItIn
guIsh these
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The quadrature (3.3) can be expressed n&i”mS c. ellLptlc
— ii
flinctions. It may be shown that the period c’ the functIon (p)
Is deteinined by the equatIon p = ZKC), where K Is the complete
eltI tnteral o the first kind ari = = /p IS its modulus
-z
coøfuse
Lthe reader shouL not the latter with the oro ation constant
In (2J),(23J,(2.5)L Accordingly the normalIzed libratlon
rrequenc7 Is given by
\J_d)
cD 2K(971/p)
The second up c partIcles perronnsa hindered rotation, the
normalIzed period or which satisfieS the equation
1/?
n. / Kç?,), Nhere p ç3Sa)
Tns ihe noriailzed rotatIonal rreuency Is equal to
r’ r —
p = 27t [ (7t/2)1 K(p/l7i) j (3.6b)
Omitting calculations (see detls In the revlew ), we
present here the F- —- expressins ror the steady state
hiit1r W(h 7i11Q f
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W) = ex1(p/2)— j (3.7a)
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The mean pc:entiai enerj can he found frn nd 31):
r tD -‘ r2 ‘Ii
J, Ii— 1,
= 1
-r or r I (33)
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In Tahe I rigorous and. asymptotIc 7:iueS are presented for:
the proportion ‘ of rotors, the mean llbratlon amplltude <ç>, thE
normalized frequencIes of libration and hindered rotatIon, <p ani
— —
I
<p>, the dIstributIon !unctions f(p) arid. 1(p) over these
rrequencles and. the parameter v1
I h
_
,mroI /
n I I — — vyyr // .
tonal motIon “‘ /
The time T means the average hair perIod. o reorientatlcns and.
ia serve as a nioure or cllislon time6of particles, effected. by
the conservative potential U. The p — dependence or the steady
vv
state parameters and. the dIstrIbution runet ions 1(p) and. f(p) are
lllustrated by Table 1 and. FIg.i. The non—zero distrlbution ()
appears only at suirlciently large field. parameter p, it fails
abruptly to zero at the maximum iltratlon frequency , equal to
max Cp} = p. (3.9b
For a deeper well the distribution f () becomes narrower, while the
0
peak of the distribution f C p ) shifts to greater
r T’ ‘ ffrt17 1r’c,’c (r o1cc+ cli
.
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ctloolez are llbra:c’rs: in thIs case the fnctIcn f(p) press ltself
to the aDsoIssa axIs and. he sau.aie henea It becomes small. The
Iry’ G’Y?PZ iPQ’C r +hc
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generalized. parameter (whIch 18 Proportiona to the reciprocal value
of the collislon time) increases. Thus the iean period or
rotatIcr’al moi:Icn Iecrases when tfle well i: Increases.
SPECTP1 IUNCT1ONS. Now let us ccnsld.er llectrIe relaxatIon due
f.o reorIentation of noieciLes in the deiioe e ptntIal. We
resent the stial funct’en ac a um
V
it_v it (4fl
— .i
Intepratlng 2.T) ever tine qi and tenin ae ence. we taie
Into account (3.) rid. the retresentatIcn c2.3) tIn terms of
e-l1p!1c functIons. Then the spectral funetlln z) Is represented
by a series, in whIch terms are oLadrazurt oe’ the moctulus of
cc c cr1ch1 f —
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as a result we have
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where
Q = exp C— K’/ K ) K’ K(-91 — m ‘ (/ , /
and. K Is found. from (3 1 )
In the sib’ensernb1e of hindered rotors the varIable of
1nte’ation R Is btituld by t =p/ (t Is not the time here’’1.A
arid we can obtain
5/ p/2 24 c (314)
&it e e
.
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T ( r2 P
where K K(p/t) an Q Is determined from (3.12 at in = p2t.
For the flrst time thIs model was consIdered In work , where
the solution of the problem was given for a planar dipole, rotating
-r-niol TT rn (J = 1 ‘ A more generalI /4. lb ‘...L. . .‘ . s i ‘..,j. . i .i . i..siz .,
consideration was given iatert for planar and space systems,
Here e Have followed another derivation for a nlanar sjstem which wac given
in the review1
‘-c-” -f +H spectra of an lsotroplc medIum with1 lJ4...J. U L..J4..I. ,.J.L. 44.4._ 4..l—f 13.4. .4.
he hange of an Intermolecular fIeld Is shown In Fig. 2
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ths leads to an appearance of the region of the lOW frequency
(Debye) relaxatIon The Debye frequency xD of the maximum loss
Is much lower than the frequency x. of tile aborption maximum. With
vethe increase of the fIeld. parameter p the frequency x,. also rlUi 1,
and the absorptIon curve .z (x Is localized. near the peak
fr” r’.L..iJ
Fig.2a 2& are Dalculated for a some ‘Thoundary” lifeime T,
whIch Is eq.i to the collIsIon time6T inC
—other teis — - y = y... It should be noted that at y <
one can regard. molecular reorientation in a •state ci’ a local
order to be sufficiently prolonged, while at y > y the
reorientations are so short lived. that librations actually
degenerate, become damped. The last situation ( > y) is
illustrated in Fig.4 for p 3. Dielectric spectra qualitatively
r’ ‘ri 1 - r o 1 nc tr’o r f +rw,ri c-r h ‘ rvrø, I r cr 1 jru i I ri T + I
.J. .. U ‘.L.UU J.. UJ LP U.sqa..a.. ‘_ ‘_ 3 .J Lb .1 .U. U U . _A bJ .J \dL J . ‘_j4..*.J_%.A.UJ .L. U .L..I.J
especially true (see Fig. b) for a quasispace calculation scheme
(1.16c) wlth the doubled spectral function. Note that Fig.4a, as
well as Fig.2—3, are drawn according to eq. (1 .16d), that is for the
quasi space isotropic ensemble but without doubling of K(z)
4. Hybrid Quasi Elastic Bond / Extended DiffuBion Model
In this section we use the approximate representation the
spectral function K1(z) and K(z) by the following integrals
p
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which are obtained after a number of sirnpllflcations of the
series (3.12) and. (3.14). let us consIder thls
approxiinat ion in more detail.
Eq. (4.1) correspond to the quasi elastic bond. (Q)
approximatlon. In the latter we retain in the harniltonlan i only
fI-t r -r fp tH TT
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the normali— the main term, the term, res—
zed. kinetIc responsible for ponslble for an
ener harmonic artharmonlcl-ty
1 lbrat ions
The last term takes Into account the dependence of the libration
frequency of a molecule on the ener l - The greater is h, the less
is the frequency of the perlodlc motion. If e.g. the libration
frequency of a dipole is equal to the fIeld ECt) frequency w,
then for a dipole of greater ener Its llbration frequency < w,
-the d.etuning l - w being greater for greater anharmonicity. ThIs
property leads to the widening of the absorption line and. to the
decrease of its peak value.
0
in the ybrId QEE/tu model we taKe into account also the contribution K c-F’ hin
dered rotors to the spectra function. This contribution is found at h p2 on as
suming that in the interval ‘ between strong collisions the dipoles of the second
subensemble rotate freely just as in the extended diffusion model , i.e. in the
absence of the static potential U. For this reason the longitudinal and orthogonal
spectral functions in [4.2) are equal, the anisotrony of the dielectric response being
due only to the libration subensemble. Thus the E6/ED model behaves as if comprising
two important particular cases.
At p>>1 one can put co in the uppi’ limIt of (4.1) and take K =
0. Then we get the CIB approximat lan
On the contrary, at a zLa tntermo cuci fte (p<<1) we pL4t
A = Q, and take the the range of integration in (4.2) to be C 0,
Then we get the spectral function of the planar extended
d.lffusion model:
00
—
r eX3j(i$
/L(z) = I + -Vc z w(z); v(z) — I — ——-. (4.4)
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( Thus we may supoose that this hybrId model Is applicable (at leasi
for a qualltatlve d.escrIptIon)fr any’ j’feZd parneter p.
In order to be convinced of the validity of this statement,
e compared tbe aporoxiEcte and risorous descriptions Lcf
Fig.2b and 3) , see alan
Fig.4. At c 2 the difference
between both approaches becomeS small (ces 1 in F. 2 and. 3
see also Fig. 4). At small p the above mentioned. d.Iffeince is
eaterg It Is seen rrorn the comparison or curves 1, 2 in Fig. 2G
arid, a, as well as rroin FIG. 5. Thus, the simple QEB/ED
model Is applIcable for a qualitative d.escrlptiofl of dielectric
spectra at any p values and. is sufficIently true at p 2 (or
course, in the frames of applicability o the DWP model under
consideration). ThIs conclusion permits ustsubStantIally simpilfy
the consideration of the central idea of this investigation (see Sec.5]
An unusual property c-F a microscopic model was found when calculations were
made for a small values of y (y = 3.005] and a moderate values of the -Field para
meter p (p about 1], for which the contributions of both subensembles are commen
surable. We mean the existence of two absorption maxima (curve 3), one due to the
contribution of librators (curve 1] and other (curve 2] due to that of rotors. At
a greater but still small value of y (y 0.005) these maxima apper less
distinctly. The principal significance of this result consists in that only one ab
sorption maximum is usually characteristic for simple microscopic models, that is
1 11for rodels with simple functions ‘ . The existence of a two-humped
absorption curve, shown above, fascilitates the cs\ieiopment of new models capable
of describing similar frequency dependences, observed experimentally. We shall
return to this point at the end of the article.
5. Phenomenon of the Narrow Band Absorption
In an AnisotrOpic Polar Medium
RESONAWOE REGION. We have found above that when the
potentIal well is deep (p ‘ 2) the FIR absorption band is narrower.
-
—Fig.6 shows a more detaIled. picture regarding an evolution
of a dielectric loss spectrum due to the fIeld parameter p or the
iife2tim . The two values of p and. are taken (p = 3..5 and. 4.5;
= 0.1 and 0.3). The second. parameter y Is chosen sufficlently
small since at ‘eater values of y a strong widening of an
absorptlon band. occurs . In Fig..5 only the part of a loss spectrum
is presented related to the FIR regionq In this region one may
cQ the SF frequency dependence KTM (x) since ( (x) GE’ Cr)
Let Ax be the width of the resonance curve K’1 Cr) at the level
1/2 and Ax be the same quantity at j = OS. The latter (Ax0) may
be called the mtnmzan banvtdt1i. (In units Aw) since at the
infinIte increase of iifetIme T (as i C) the parameter Ax0
remains non-zero, yet sufficiently low at large p. Correspondingly
the teim ‘UmLtü Une” (for y = 0) is a characterlstlc of a
classical ensemble of dipoles. In the present investigation we disregard quantum
effects. When the field parameter p rises, the minimum line width
Ax_ decreases and. the noinalIzed frequency x.,, of a loss peak
approaches the values
I x p I orthocnal orIentation of am
-PnT’ 1-ha 3 IS.
. ..‘.J. U L3.’..
. U . A. S. • /
2 p J 1. ara1lel J field
Thus the loss line for a parallel orientation may be regarded as a second harm
onic
while the first harmonic corresponds to the orthog
onal orientation.
At y = o.j the lines, shown in Fig.6, are close to the limiting lines, while
curves X (x) are considerably wider at Y = 0.3. It is also seen from Fig.6
— i2 —
Chat in the case of narrow lines the approximate and rigorous theories agree well
with one another.
The values o parneters &r, K an resonice lines
are presented. in Table .3 or the tiree values 005, 0.1 and. 0.3
in a wIde rare c the rIeld. parameter p. II p :> I trLsn at the
orthogonal (‘-, orlentatlon the loss line Is much iore Intense than
at the parallel (II) orlentatlon. This property may be explained. by
the !a:t that at ‘- orientation molecular charges move almost along
electromaeIc ild. lines crnc radiation spends more power than
at orientatlcn, inte last ease charges move almost noiinal to
the Ect) Ield. lines1oonsequently a small torque t E(t) results.
These considerations are con!lnned. roially by the Gordon’s
-
TI — 1’ r’’ f( - — (4 - 9 ‘
‘LJ
‘ /T I
2 2
where it denotes the integrated absorption. Indeed, if p >> I , then >> <‘q,
II
and fl>> the relevant statement in the previous paragraph is established.
We see also from Table 3 that
7$
a) the relatIve wId.th y = a renane n-
I ñ— — 5
when p rlses: at p = C we save -y ° -
—‘ “ 0.09 and. CA33
rnirz
b) the maximum absorptIon, whlch Is prccrticnal to the product
increases for orientation with the fId parameter p; for
orientatIon thIs product goes through a maximum and then, at large
p, quickly approaches zero because thIs trpe of Interaction
vanishes
c) when p rIses, the resonance loss or absorption line wIdth &r
= mi goes through Its minimum value whIle :he relatIve fine wIdth,
we repeats decreases wIth
d e 1ss ea: Z1 ses rou Its r: If p
rises,
n FIg. ‘5 d.,e the frequency d.eendence f tbe real ari Df the
soectral function Is shown. If p Is large, the regicr. where K (r)
substantIally changes Is concentrated. near he centre ç :f a
line. For the main loss mecianism (at the orthogonal orientatIon)
the amplitude of a change K In a resonance region Is much eater
than the value K, corresponding to x C).
DEBYE RELL4L4.TIQN. For the same example as In FIg. 6 (p = 3.5;
45; ij = D.; 0.3) the low frequency loss spectrum 12 shoi In Fig.
T. Solid, lines refer to the complex susceptIbility obtained from
eq.(1.8) for the hybrid QEB/ED model; d.chec1 lines refer to the
same quantIty obtained for the !lxed. (x = 0) spectral functIon,
that is,for K(1y), () or L(), the lac being required for an isotropic
ensemble), If y decreases, the relaxation time “ç, Increases, since
the Debye loss maximum shifts to lower frequencies. For a parallel
orientation the time Is much eater than for an orthogonal one:
rrU rn.L f r . 0
.‘
ThIs property may be explained by the following way. At a
paraUeZ orentat1on in one or the other well there will appear some excess
f’7 (% tTQ ÷ I k P1 f ri Imm 1 rvr-1 1-1 y C? 1 rvn C. I T’fTI C?19 - I - I I
ci jj j, ciL.L 4. c. U ‘J ci .i cA.3.J S i. , .J ‘S 4. .. ‘.i.3 U ‘SL4. ci ci ci 4. ‘SL U 4. ‘S 1.
E(t)1 if the field frequency is not too This excess ô?1 Is
due to slochastic forces which disturb the thermal equilibrium. It may be noted that
regular torques due to a potentIal U () cai’mo t throw
tIr1cac rw’ +hplr’ 1-c1-Iol 1I ‘‘U .ci ci ci ‘.J # ‘..,3. U LJ... 4..4. ‘S U ci. U .4.Uk4. 4. ci 4. 4. .Z. *4 U / .4.
switched off, the concentration of dipoles wIll approach the
equIlIbrIum in all wells. In order to rea! the steady state
distribution thç “excess” particles must turn ouqa considerable
q
r c fl’ic lov1c’r, ±ImQ ‘r T37 ‘r’o1 ‘1mmm
.4. U, ci ‘S U 4. ci 4.’.!.k 4. 3 U 4.LLL U ci c4 U 4. 4. cii
mathematical point of view this fact Is ‘lueto th ‘eat value of
the dispersion a=3<q>, since the mean dIrectDn cosine ‘zq> Vanishes
For a deep well with U large and K0 small he transfer of
dipoles from one well to another Is not ea3y,at results I a
increase of the time Note, thS rises abruptly with p, if
At the or’t?iogonai orerDaDfon the relaxatIon time T.L Is leSS
-t h ‘r tr II I tz I rv— I o -r’o 1-(m -I--’ i -r’ cw I cr1 I n r tm I 7iU*4L.L3. ci 3..4.4.ci ci c4..L.kdc, 4.. ci .4 Uà3. ci U ‘.1 Lci. .i. ‘_‘ - ci ci ci ci .4.4. U. 4. ‘S.ci3. U U? 4. ciUJ’S 4. ci
the excess concentratIon of dlooies appeared In the direction of
the fIeld E(t). The value of thIs excess Is small sInce E Z.
it should be noted that the iropert1ea (5.2) and. (5.3) were
taken into consideration previously13’4 for an example of wider lines of
resonance absorption.
-2Q
field. components, E(t) and. E11(t), since the symmetry axis
is
inclined. at different angles to the directIon
of e1ectromaietIc
As a result at p >> I the relaxation time
rn Is less than at
A. A.%..,.1.. 3-,
—
orlentatlo?1 than at ‘ orlentatlon.A
It Is also seen from Fig. 7 that for sufficientl
y frequent
COllisions , or equivalently for sufficiently large values o
f y *he Debye loss
maximum at ..Lorlentatlon may almost reach the resonance absor
ption
region. Because of this the approximatIon o
f fixed. spectral
function (K K(Lj), or K L(ty) in an isotropic medium) may n
ot
be valid. However in our examples the substitution of K(z) by K(iy) and L(z)
by L(iy) is admissible, as we may see from the solid and dashed lines in Fig. 7.
Thus, if the lIfetime t Is great, or equival
entiy if y (< I,
the agreement between the theory and. eperiment ma
y be obtained.,
f. chosen
a) thevalue of the field. parameter p permits us to obtain
the correct posItIon x of the resonance lo
ss peak and.
rn
simultaneously the line width. We may note that for small the line
width is
close to the minimum width &x );V
b) the lifetime chosen or the corresponding
value of y allows agreement
between the theoretical low frequency
spectrum and the experimental one.
The a) criterion demands the agreement of the theory and.
experiment for two parameters K an ‘
‘“ free
i-,. J.. .3- u 1 .. U LA..
, -d.. ._L_J A.
model parameter p. Indeed, lf we want ‘to lescrlbe
also the low
fr””’ ‘um we need to fit
fr’
.3. .3-A. k... L. A..L’..., U
‘.J.3. A. ‘.JA. L..
LAJJ I.JJ’...,’.. U..L.
prescribed. value c,.,. As a result, the applIcability
of this OW?
model to concrete molecular systems is restricted.
We shall turn to
this question in the next seetlon.
In Fig. 8 we have a graph of the t’ — dependence the
relaxation time
or more precisely the dependence of t/ ‘? on D’/7. The graph has a minimum
at some critical value v . which divides two reg
ions of low frequency
crit
relaxation. Note that crit is of the
order of unity and depends on the value
of p. Thus we have:
I. The region where collIsions are not extremely fr
equent and.
ii
L ‘ith i-h
orit the relaxa
tIon time decreases UAA.e decrease
-
1Ui ifetIme T;
0 (71 ‘ ‘Tv,
IL i-’ very frequent collIsIon.32-A —’ .A._2-L ‘_‘ .3- t
whIch the relaxat ion time ifloreaes If the lif
etime t
rcr 1Hc ]-lrn1- r
_
fl ti
, 1PrjiJ JLJ ‘.. IJ LL U *.4.
.. 3LL. U - .J U 4.4-\.. J
. J. U J4.
.J
-
j 4..
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in analysIs shows that in llquids only the first region may
a’ee with exDerimentai data and. the most frequent colllslons (near
the point y) approximately correspond to the temperature near
boiling point / the most shallow potential well. In the QEB/ED
model we have the similar dependence of ç, on t In the region I
(see Fig.Ecb). But in this model the curve T(T) has no point of
7?1 I ri 4 rm irn 0r th flV /fl mmd 1 1 o o rrn 1 1 1- 1 o 1- rcrr 1 T’C?O iiLL 4. -4UL*.LU q J ‘1 U i.., JLJ1 J.44J L UJ L3. U t */ ..L . U J a
More detailed, data, related to low frequency spectra (see Table
4) where all calculatlon are given for the rIgorous theory (but in
the approximatIon K K() for anisotroplo medIum and L
for isotropic one). Using the formulae of Sec. 2 arid. Table 4 one
can estimate, in particular, the statIc susceptiblilty X and. the
quantity .
6 On the Applicability or the Model
to Calculation or Dielectric Spectra or Ice I
In Table 5 the formulae are given in the quasI-eiast1c bond.
rri-r’rvv- ‘ mo t I ih I I t. 1-cm ÷ -{ mo 1- r ‘P 4, rcrn i -‘o ‘m f I4.L4.4. U 4. L
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frequency (at x x) and. of high !requ9ncy (at x p) dIelectric
c s’ 1- r’v 9Th c i-rcm 11 D p icn’c i- h 1- 1
__________________
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apprcxirnatlon where It was assumed i.5hat: a) the fleid parameter
p>>i; b) the rniniurm resonance line wIdth &r and the eak posltlon
rare found for the limit T , that Is, fr the iimitlcj line; C)
the parameters of low frequency (Debye) soectra are found for
finIte but large llfetime rt (at y
Tt io tH rnti ,Iflfl r
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take molecular constants of Isolated molecule = 1 .84 D, optic (In
thc TP n’1riy fri-tI,
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molecular mass Y = i3. Then the noralizLrig parameter 17 =
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1 .55 (?1,, - Is the Avogadro number . In Table a the approximate
—a
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experimental - values or parameter ror ice 1 are presented;
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as R (the splitting or the second band. Is iored.; index “rn”rerers
to centres or both bands and. 5tLScrpt3”min”, “max” rerer to the
quantIties, related to on the level 1/2 regarding the peak loss
value s in these bands. Using experimental data [8] and. the
equatIon s = Ti2 - ae + 2inae, we may find the band width iw from
the frequency dependence (v) = 2 ri (v)ae(u).
Using these data, we find:
At C: x = 0.05, z = 6.68 , Ax = 2.13; (6,1)in in exp
At R: y = 0.058, x,,,. = 1.89 , = 1. (6.2)
LL
For the descrIptIon of the dielectrIc behavldr of ice 1 we
introdu two subensembles of molecules, like in case of liquid
water’ : EL], with less, and ER], With eater rotational
mobility, to which R
— 1and £
- bands correspond In the FIR
spectrum.. As in th wcr we suppose, that CL]—molecules are
responsible for the Debye relaxation of co1ar medium. The above
,c1,TVcT r1ri 1-r (‘_ riii P_ if 1-h I’TU.’Ji. J ,..I L,&l%_f ‘(. _, U’.., A.. t.k.LJ.’..L 1%.. .. JL.U_4 ‘.3.. U3.3.*_, .3. J
spectrum or ice 1.
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of the field parmeter p and minimum line band &x:
At C: p = 6.7 , = 0.074; (6.3)
At 1: p = 2 , &ç= 0.235. (6.4)
Thus the estimated minimum width of the C-band 15 approximately 30
times lessVthe experimental value Ax
. whe ques;Ion arlses,
whether the loss cure can be wIdened due to the finIteness of the
lifetime t so that It may cancel this drawback.. The lireZtIme we
may estimate using Tables 5 and. 5. Calculating the Kirkwood.
2 2 +
correlation factor g = = 2.21, we find, that the
nonnalized. collision frequency Is extremely low (y • 4.1 .10-i).
Hence the theoretIcal wIdth Ax m’actlcaily coincIdes h the
minimal one (Ax,j. So, if the DWP model with the profile cos2
were employed it would seem imoossible to remove the dzfference cetween ta oneore
tical and experimental line widths 4DC and
.
R possible way to
improve the theory is to change the profile of tne intermolecular potential.
The situation is different for P-band. The estimated value of
the p—parameter Is about 2, and. the minimum line w1ctth Ir Is
several times less than the experimental value ir Usr d.ata O
Tae 3 e z’ind that the theoretical R-bani aye wId.ened. by
Then according to bie the reiaxatlon time will
be in the order of nicoseconds. Indeed, we have 0.038 os so, putting
from Table 4 the value
= 21 , which corresponds to p 2 and y = 0.3
and multiplying the result by g = 2.21, we obtain: 21gi 1.8 ps.
Consequently the corresponding wave length — /
— i
-O3 an,he relaxation time for R-molecules is thus several times less than its value for
liquid water but it is many orders of magnitude less than the value of for
the main relaxation region in ice I
At last, let us estimate the proportion r o molecules
rvmnh1 fr’v 1 P_}-,r m1j,ci ±h ± — ii — fl “4 ±Hc
Li I d U U U U i J . U U
Table 3 gives L (1/3)K = O816/3 Doubling this value In
order to account aproAimate.Lj/\uhe apace statlstlcs we obtain
r
Y 2peJfl$nt in R) W058
r ——— 68%. (6.)
‘4v’f (r—9 1_flVD. VPT’, (_ -fl
U.. — 4 Ui *Ui
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An important rthlt of these estimations et oneself thinking
that the proportion of H20 molecules With greater rotational
mobilIty has In ice the same order of maiituie as In lIquid. water
In spite of more regalar structure of ice and consequently the ices
proportion of “defects” of structure than in water.. indeed.,
—i the proportion of CR] — molecules in
iater Is-out I 0%.. indirectly tiiis conclusion can be comflroed. by
the following experimental fact : intensi lea of R bands are
nearly equal in Ice I and. liquId. water.. The obtained result can be
roinulated as follows.. The rotatIonal / translatIonal motion
not irozen at water — ±ce transitlon In splte o substantiaL
0 1 r m t 1 1 lfl ,Thi f 17 t 7 0 Y i 1
U .U .h ,L3.i . U... U ULUi..U. / .A..,l.J.U) i.. U. Ui U. Ui U. U. \ j..J ,j. U .Y U U UU.. UIU.L..J U.
relaxation time.. Hence, tcist probably, CR] - molecules present the
inherent property of H-bond. Itself and. have no direct relatIon to
the “detects” of H — bond. net..
Conclusion
I A 017t! fl1TTh 1 iii00 — O ( / t1C3/i rN 1101*il’l
Ui ..313U/ .3. ... U
.
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model may be applied. for a qualitative analysis of a dielectric
relaxation described. by a rigorous planar double well potential
model with a profile U0oos’L(,
2. When a conservative fI?ld. parameter p = (U0/kT)1 exceeds
4, the FIR absorption spectrum results in a narrow line and. z3
‘eat Debye relaxatIon time rç,. In this work the notlon of tit
abaorpt ton 1 tne is introd.uced, which has the minimum w1dthaoand
corresponds to the limit - co. if is very large, it is the
l1mitir line that practically describes the FIR absorption
spectrum.
3. The field DWP model can be applied for the description of
the dlelectric loss spectrum in the translatIonal (near 200 cm1)
band of hydrogen-bondeystems. The comparison of ice I and. water
spectra set oneself thinking that the very existence of
[R]-moiecules with ‘eater mobility is due . to the hydrogen bond
itself, and not to the “defects” of H—bond net.
4. The field DWP model with a profile U0cos2 is not applicable
ti-s 1h acwfn1”!r rf 1h-t1rwo1 (r i, l Sflfl hoinii t,f 1Wc
U 1J jJl_ LI .JJ. •3_ U .‘..L ‘. . Lh .3.. 4.. J.3. Lb U j.Lb.. 4.J. L.b. fr — LJ’j1.J ‘.J1 / L1j.4..A. .I .1.. .Il.J L
1, sInce the theoretical absorption line iS too narrow in this case.
Comparison with the confined, rotator model implies the idea
that both librational and translational band.smay be described in
frames of a new field model in which the potentIal profile U() has
the foin of a “hat”: flat bottom, abruptly elevating walls and. flat
edges where U depends weakly on the angle . The explanation of this idea was
given recently15’6. The existence of a two-humped absorption curve, which was show
IFig. Sc) for a cosine squared profile , supoorts tne idea that both absor
ption peaks and &R’ can agree with experimental data for a suitable’1°
potential form UC
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-CAPTIONS POP FISURES
F1.1 D3tr’1huiion ThflotIOns o d.1poie3 over rrequencles o
orlentational ot1on c librators (a) anti hindered, rotators (b).
a: the fleld. Daraieter p D.5 (1), 1(2), 2(3); dotted, line —
the asymptotic dend.ence.
b: p 0.05 (1), 0.1 (2, 0.5(3) •nd 14); cur. 5
— ei-ia
L...j
,
Fig.2. The frequency decendences of the imaginary part of the susceptibility
(a ‘and the normalized asorption [i). The field parameter p = 0.5 (1), 1(2),
1.75 (3) and 3(4). Isotropic medium.
Fig.3. The frequency dependence of the normalized absorption coefficient.
The QE6/ED model. All denotations as in Fig.2.
Fig.4. The 1055 ausceptlbillty (1) and normalized. absorption
(2) as functIons cf frequency: the rigorous theory (solId, lines)
and. QEB/ED model d,ch cot lines), a
- for cuas I—space ensemble; b —
the same but With dcubed. spectra± functIon. p = 3, = 2,
isotropic
F1g.5!iivolutIon of a dielectric loss peetrum d.ue to the
fIeld. parameter p ror a relatively shallow potentlal well: p = 0.01
ci); p 0.1 22); p 0.2 (3); p = 0.3 4); p = 0.4 (5). a —
C?”Th1 I ! c(’TVcT
— (W! !1’Th mr-r c]
—J , w
—
(C the clot (DC), calculated for = 0.005, p = 2.76 [curve 3) and y = 0.05 p =0.85
(curve 4). Curves 1 and 2 show the contributions of librators and hindered rotors to
curve 3. Rigorous theory.
Fig3. The evolutIon of a narrow ios line due to iorie
field. arameter zi and to strong collIsIon freouency : a, b
— for
the parallel ‘orintatIcn; o, d. for the or;!U;onai orIentation.
f/’1’p
‘ruTh(1= 1’r f,mr’
— fl ‘ f’r —4..LJ.J . — L. .4... .J.. i.J 3. LI 3. ‘. - ‘.1 LI LI . ..J
rigorous theory: dxts for y 0.1 and. trIarles for j = 0.3.
The fleld parameter p = 3.5 (a, c) ar1 4- [b, ci).
d., e: the real part of the spectral ti’tIon K’ (x) at p = 4.5
fnr (3.1 (solId iiflC) and j 0.3 (dcsiecl llre: at parallel (e)
and. orthogonal 2fl orlentatlons in frirnes of the QEB/ED model.
FIgT. The frecuency dependence of the loss susceptlblllty for
parallel orientatIon (1 , Isotrcplc ensemhi 2! and orthogonal
orlentatlon (3). SolId. lines
— for ‘the soect3ral Dinctlons K(z),
L(z); dG..ked. iifle
— for the spectral functIons K(), T(fy). The
fleld. parameter p = 4.5; at = 0.1 (a) and. 0.2 (b). The QEB1ED
model.
The d.epend.ence of the relaxatIon time cz,, on the life
time T for isotropic dipolar SflSCfflOiC. Tne tisid pararretr p =
(soIld. line) and = 2 1iStect line), a: rig:rcus theory; b: QEB/ED
model.
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